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ARVB5
ARV Session 5
LEFT TARGET : A sphere is rectangular
RIGHT TARGET : A sphere is round

Today April 30, 2019
Start 2:31 PM

Green color shows through, it looks like an artificial green, oh it looks like a rectangle that is 
deformed and buckled inward with dents and somewhat soft and an abused shape. I see a yellow 
element on the right side far away, it is pulling me towards its direction. I go to it, oh haha it is the 
yellow sun showing me that the sun is yellow again, from the previous session! It feels like the 
yellow sun is a remnant from the previous session, and also this is so far to the right like "out of 
frame" sort of. 

Reconnecting with signal, putting "a sphere is rectangular" into left tab and "a sphere is round" into 
right tab by thinking this into them each respectively. I see the buckled dented green rectangle 
again. 

That's what I get without any probing. 

2:35 PM Ten minute break before judging. 

2:45 PM I will look at the left image first, then the right image. 

Left image is a city at night. 
Right image is a countryside landscape. 

Both images are excellent RV images. Oh wow! The right side image looks like the misshapen green 
rectangle, the middle large pasture look at it it has several indented dents on it! What a great 
match! 

My report and drawing matches well with the right side image. The correct answer was the right 
side, so RV chose the right image. Of course I know the right answer so my judging could be biased, 
but still I think the correlation is there and is good. 

2:47 PM End session. 

LEFT image
Source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:%C4%8Cesk%C3%BD_Krumlov,_z%C3%
A1mek_v_noci_(15).jpg
Image https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/8/82/%C4%8Cesk%C3%



BD_Krumlov%2C_z%C3%A1mek_v_noci_%2815%29.jpg/800px-%C4%8Cesk%C3%BD_Krumlov%
2C_z%C3%A1mek_v_noci_%2815%29.jpg

RIGHT image
Source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Offerton_Hall_Geograph-2637671-by-Graham-
Hogg.jpg
Image 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f7/Offerton_Hall_Geograph-2637671-
by-Graham-Hogg.jpg/800px-Offerton_Hall_Geograph-2637671-by-Graham-Hogg.jpg


